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About the Game

Temporally Excellent Adventures is a role-
playing game about two or more friends going on 
an excellent adventure through time and history.  
You’re going to tell the story of brave and totally 
awesome people, revealing how they will help the 
distant future, redeeming the human race, uniting 
the cultures of the world, and bringing about 
intergalactic harmony.

Who This Game is for

If you’re a fan of telling stories where truly 
wondrous things happen to the most unlikely 
of heroes, or if you smile whenever the heroine 
comes out ahead of the odds for reasons that 
most people would call ‘bad writing,’ then this 
game is for you.  If you’re knowledgeable about 
history, a stickler for accuracy, and eager to 
elaborate on the infinite details of archaeology or 
sociology, this game is probably going to irritate 
the hell out of you.

This game is about playing fast and laughingly.  
These rules, as written (read: ripped off) are 
designed to help inspire communication, sharing, 
and maximum high-fiveage.  If you really like 
conflict that stems from players working against 
each other, or drama that builds from the terrifying 
risk of the unknown, then you might feel like this 
game is boring or devoid of challenge.  Because, 
from a certain point of view, it really is.  This game 
is about working together to make each other 
feel most excellent.  The only threats you really 
need to worry about are miscommunication and 
exclusion.
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The Spirit of T.e.a.

I’m writing this game to encapsulate the feel of 
the epic film Bill And Ted’s Excellent Adventure.  To 
a lesser extent i’m shooting for the sequels, yeah, 
because i’m kinda asking you to write sequels, 
too.  Which is totally bogus, really (interpret that 
however you want).  In this game you’re going to 
basically go through time, making up history based 
on vagary and ignorance, only to get through 
every situation that could possibly stop you with 
luck and positive thinking.

-How To + about Hx-

This game works best if you play it fast, and 
without a lot of thinking.  If you drink, probably 
that, too.  Or if you stay up really late at night and 
get to that point where infomercials or falling over 
is funny, yeah, totally play this game at that point.  
It’s probably going to be radical for you right then.

You’re going to be asked to make up stuff 
about history.  Don’t sweat it.  I know more 
about the sub-cultures of Eternia 
and Middle-Earth than i do 
about any world history of any 
culture in the real world.  And 
i wrote this game.  And i 
play it.  Seriously.  I 
can only hope you’re 
as ignorant as i am.  
Because for anyone 
who knows anything about real 
history, it’s flippin’ hilarious when you 
try to make this stuff up.
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The Basics, Dude

This is an overview of what the game is like to 
play:  the Characters you play and their Roles in 
the story, how the game is played out, and how 
you interact as players.

This game has 4 Basic Roles to Play

Heroic Characters (HC):  There should be at 
least two of these characters in the game, but you 
can have more if you like.  I find that two players, 
each playing one Heroic Character, works best.  
The Heroic Characters are the unlikely, positive 
thinking, individuals whose art or ideas are going 
to someday make the future an awesome place.

The Temporal Agent (TA):  This is not so 
much a character as a role to be taken in the 
game.  The Tempagent is in charge of instigating 
and expounding on dangers that will happen to 
the Heroic characters as they adventure.  The 
Temporal Agent also gets to play the character 
who comes back in time to help start the Heroic 
Characters on their quest.

Historical Figures (HF):  This is pretty 
self-explanatory:  a player portraying the 
important people from history that 
the Heroic Characters meet or team 
up with on their adventure.  This can 
be played by one or more people, 
and works best if you can divy 
up the Historical Figures among 
more than one player.  Also, 
they’re not played accurately, 
so don’t worry about being a 
historian.
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The last of the character types are called 
Extras.  An Extra is any person from the daily 
life of the Heroic Characters that is not a major 
Historical Figure.  This could be brothers, step-
moms, or stern history teachers.  No one player 
needs to exclusively play an Extra, you can just 
have different people in the group alternate playing 
these characters.  So if the Heroic Characters are 
separated doing something, one Heroic Character 
could play an Extra along with the other in that 
scene.  Or a Historical Figure could be replaced by 
an Extra for a quick scene.

This game is played out in Acts

An Act is a part of the story that has specific 
goals or endings.  The first Act is where your 
Heroic Characters are going to be introduced, 
showing us their Art and how they do it.  The 
First Act ends as their ‘Plight’ is introduced, and 
it becomes clear that the future is in danger.  
The second Act starts as soon as the Temporal 
Agent introduces their character from the future, 
offering help with time-travel and insight.  This is 
the longest Act, where your Heroic Characters 
are going to learn about the past, themselves, 
and maybe even the future, through some serious 
time-travel of their own, before returning home.  
The Final Act is where your Heroic Characters will 
use their friends and experiences to overcome 
their plight in a most excellent display of newfound 
wisdom, experience and confidence, called simply 
“The Showdown.”
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The World 

Before It Was Perfect

The first part of playing TEA is to set up who 
your Heroic Characters are, and where they’re 
from.  This means picking a time in history and 
a likeable stereotype for your HCs.  It will also 
mean defining your HC’s Plight - the threat that 
the Temporal Agent has been sent to help you 
overcome, so that the future remains awesome, 
and you become truly heroic.
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Creating your Heroic Characters

An HC can be pretty much anything you want, 
but they should abide by three simple rules:

• They’re Positive:  These characters are 
going to someday inspire humanity to global 
peace and cosmic glory.  They don’t have to be a 
cool character, or a confident character, but they 
do have to be someone that is nice to people.  A 
Heroic Character is excellent to people.

• They’re Artists:  These characters are doing 
something with their time that most people see as 
nothing more than a hobby.  But in the future this 
art will make the world most triumphant.  It can 
really be anything you want:  poetry, oil painting, 
car racing, gardening, brewing tea, role-playing 
game design.  So long as you can invent a better 
tomorrow for it’s perfection.

• They’re Stupid:  These characters aren’t 
just seemingly untalented at a random art, and 
they’re not just likeable.  They’re idiots.  That’s 
what makes this game fun.  These characters 
are not going to jump back in time and answer all 
our questions.  They’re going to stumble through 
history and blindly find answers or artifacts that will 
set up the solution to their Plight, but they won’t 
come back with profound insight to the origins of 
our humanity.  They’re going to reshape history 
from their lifetime on.
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Retrotyping

To properly create a Heroic Character for this 
game you’ll need to pick  2 things:  a time in recent 
history when they come from, and a Stereotype 
that fits this time period (called a ‘Retrotype’).

It’s best not to go too far back in time, because 
you loose the connection to the characters modern 
day effects.  Also, the farther back in time you 
start, the less you have to visit in the past.  But 
if you’re looking for a thoroughly history-based 
game, feel free to play Renaissance nerds, or 
Medieval dickweeds, go for it, just don’t say i didn’t 
warn you.

The best way to make sure your Heroic 
Characters are friends is to make them of the 
same basic stereotype.  There are all sorts of 
social grooves that people in recent history can be 
connected to, and typically this will entail a great 
way to exaggerate and portray your HC’s with 
comical panache.  Of course, you don’t have to be 
of the same stereotype.  It can also be hilarious to 
watch the dumb jock pal around with the weasly 
science nerd.  You don’t even have to be friends, if 
you want.  You can make the story about how you 
become friends.

Whatever Retrotype you pick you should have 
your Art in common, however, or, at least have 
some idea how you’re going to grow into your Art.
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A List of some Retrotypes and their 
potential Recent History

• 90’s Otaku in Japan trying to reach 
enlightenment through ultimate Dancing-Game 
technology and techniques.

• 80’s Nerds in Detroit building a new device for 
a Science Convention that will someday power the 
world with infinite clean energy.

• 70’s Dungeon Gamers working to create the 
ultimate Fantasy setting for their fiction.

• 90’s LARPERs in Iowa that will someday fight 
off the hostile alien forces that are destined to 
attack from beyond the depths of space.

• 80’s Goths in New Orleans that will one day 
rid the world of fear with their deep poetry.

• 70’s ageing Hippies starting a band that will 
someday unite the world with its metaphysical 
melodies and intergalactic message of love.
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Plight for our Heroes

The last step to creating Heroic Characters 
is to set up their Plight.  You don’t want to detail 
this too much, because the first Act is going to 
be about revealing what that Plight is, and how 
it’s going to halt the positive progression to an 
awesome future.  What you want to do is just 
select a loose theme that will give the Temporal 
Agent some idea of what you’re most afraid will 
thwart your HCs rise to awesomeness.

At the start of the game your HCs are just 
starting to really believe what they’ve got going 
is most triumphant.  They’re convinced what they 
have to offer is wondrous to the world.  They may 
not have it all lined out (because they’re dumb) 
and they may disagree on the details, but they 
both have complete faith in each other and what 
they’re doing.

The Plight you face should match your HCs in 
their theme.  If their art is dependent on staying 
together, their Plight could be forced separation.  If 
their art is dependant on their falling in love, their 
Plight could be a painful (but temporary) break up.  
If their art requires they prove themselves to 
someone, maybe the Plight is their inability 
to do so (without the help from Histories 
most excellent icons).
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Some Example Plights:

• Giving Up

• Getting Separated

• Passing a Test

• Loosing Inspiration

• Needing Insight

• Required Objects/Knowledge

• Lack of actual talent/skill

• Disease

You don’t have to know exactly how going 
back in time and talking to badly-acted re-
creations of major historical figures is going to 
help you overcome your Plight. In fact, it’s quite 
possible that your Plight will simply be overcome 
accidentally, because this game just kinda does 
that.  Don’t let it bother you.  Just go with it.  Enjoy 
the ride.

Whatever the Plight ends up being, you’re 
going to face the effects in one giant showdown 
at the end of the game.  So if your Plight is 
something amorphous you’ll need to come up with 
a singular event that will galvanize or permanently 
affect the HCs in theme with that Plight.  This is 
what’s going to drive you to travel time for help.  
So if your Plight is Loosing Inspiration, then maybe 
there’s a big show for your Art that you’re already 
signed up to be at, but you’ve got nothing worth 
showing...until you’re aided by HISTORY.
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Character Setup 

Summary

Have These Three Traits:
• Positive Attitude
• Artistic Gift
• Stupidity

Pick One for each of these:
• a Stereotype or “Retrotype”
• a Time in Recent History - your “Decade”

Define your Gift
• an Art of some kind, seemingly trivial
• will someday unite the galaxy in peace

-examples-
Dancing
Video Games
Juggling
Poetry
Rock Music

Define your Plight
-examples-

Might Give Up
Might Get Separated
Might Fail a Test
Might Loose Inspiration
Might Lack Insight
Might Require Something from the Past
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A Most Excellent 

Adventure

The game is played in three Acts.  In the First 
and Final Act the Heroic Characters will set up the 
Scenes that make up each Act.  During the second 
Act (the Adventure Act) the Temporal Agent will 
frame each scene per requests that the Heroic 
Characters set up.

Prelude - the Report from Tomorrow

A fun way to begin the First Act is by creating 
and reading an explanation from the perspective of 
your Temporal Agent.  There’s a script at the back 
of this book that the TA can fill out in reference to 
your particular game.

First Act - the Plight is Revealed

In the first Act you want to begin with 
introducing your Heroic Characters.  Start by 
showing us their Art, have them doing it as 
the story begins.  Tell us about where they get 
together to practice or create their Art.  Show us if 
they’re already competent at their Art, or if it’s hard 
to believe the future could be any better for their 
continued efforts.

After you’ve shown what the Art is and Where 
It’s Done, move on to talk about the friends and 
family of the Heroic Characters.  This is a good 
place for the HCs to look at any of the other 
players and ask them to take the role of an Extra.  
If your HCs live at home, have some Extras 
portray the family they live with.  If the HCs have a 
place they hang out at, have the Extras portray the 
usuals that meet there, too.
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After everyone has been introduced in the 
first Act the TA can then step in and introduce a 
character that represents the Plight.  This could 
be a sympathetic character, who isn’t meaning to 
thwart the future, or a total dickweed, who doesn’t 
realize their jerkery is going to screw over eternity.  
Whatever the Tempagent wants to do.

The best way for the Temporal Agent to 
participate in this Act is to simply ask questions.  
“What is it like where you live?”  “What job do 
you have?”  “Who’s your boyfriend?”  “Do you 
go to school?”  “Who do you hate most at the 
club?”  The HCs should elaborate here, giving the 
background details, as the TA and everybody else 
plays Extras that will color the setting.

Second Act - The Temporal Agent 
Arrives and the Adventure Begins

The final scene of the first act should be the 
Heroic Characters admitting they can’t overcome 
what is most non-triumphant about their Pight.

The first Scene of the Adventure Act is when 
the Temporal Agent has their character from the 
future show up to help them.

It is commonly accepted that the best way 
to have the HCs believe they are in an uncanny 
situation and be willing to trust their TA is to have 
future versions of themselves show up to say so.  

Once the Temporal Agent has convinced 
the HCs they are the key to saving the world, 
the TA will give them a Time Traveling device 
or transport.  You don’t have to always play this 
as a Phonebooth; you can change the look to 
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something else.  This device is called the TEC 
(Temporal Engine Chasis) and it can look like 
whatever you want.

In Act Two, the Heroic Characters are the ones 
setting each scene.  This is because they’re using 
the TEC to go into the past and meet people that 
can help them face their Plight.

The TEC should come with some means 
of explaining or suggesting how the HCs get 
from one time to another.  This could simply be 
a manual with listed instructions, leaving it up 
to the HCs to pick where they want to go.  Or it 
could be an on-board, fully speaking computer 
navigation system that responds to their requests, 
offering suggestions and piloting the TEC to each 
destination free of hassle.

Act Two is also where we’ll see the Heroic 
Characters come up with some clever solutions to 
the dangers that can come up from Time Travel.  
The Temporal Agent is the one that should focus 
on introducing these complications.  As each new 
time period is visited, some things can go wrong, 
or some enemies can arise.  When the Temporal 
Agent is ready, they can introduce a charcter that 
represents a threat to the Heroic Characters safety 
or ability to escape this time period.

The HCs can’t loose.  That’s just not in the 
cards for a game like this.  They always get away.  
So it’s not the job of the Tempagent to make up 
real obstacles, it’s more like a setup, so the HCs 
can shine, or at least to do something really silly 
and/or stupid that results in their escape.
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WHAT THE HEROIC 

CHARACTERS DO DURING 

AN ADVENTURE SCENE

Play your Character
Describe what you’re doing, talk about what 
you intend to do, and then go and do it.
Don’t think too much.

React to dangers
When the Temporal Agent introduces an 
obstacle, use one of your Ideas to escape.  
This could mean hatching a plan or just doing 
what’s obvious.
When you use an Idea, check it off.
If you’re out of Ideas, then any Historical 
Character with you can Rescue You.

WHAT THE Historical 

Figures DO DURING AN 

ADVENTURE SCENE

Play your Character
Base this loosely on actual history.  Loosely.
Don’t think too much.

Tag Along, or STay Put
The HCs will let you know if they want you to 
play your Historical Figure in a scene, or if they 
want to ‘leave you behind’ so you can play an 
Extra instead.

Rescue the Heroic Characters
When the HCs are out of Ideas, you show up 
to help them out.
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WHAT THE TeMPORAL 

AGENT DOES DURING AN 

ADVENTURE SCENE

HELP EVERYONE FOCUS
Ask questions about the scene:  What it’s 
like, who is there, what time of day it is,what 
music would be playing if there was a killer 
soundtrack to this under-budget classic.

Make up Dangers
Think of obstacles that can thwart your Heroic 
Characters.  Remember:  this is not actually 
going to work, so don’t try to stop them, just set 
them up to do something hilarious.

-examples-
Frightened denizens of the Time Period 
assume the worst about their TEC
They get separated by the setting
A parent or guardian refuses to let them take a 
willing HC away with them
Bar Fight
They can’t speak the native language (be 
easy on this one, because, really, it’s going to 
be nuts if nobody can talk.  Feel free to have 
Historical Figures ‘catch on’ to your native 
tongue pretty quickly.)
Execution/Torture
Malfunction in the TEC, or lack of Fuel
Sickness (probably from the Time Period)
Chores
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Final Act - The Showdown

Now your HCs are back home.  It’s time to start 
showing how your adventure has paid off.

Pick a place for the final showdown, where 
you’re going to show the world that things have 
taken an unexpected and excellent turn. The 
character that the Temporal Agent introduced with 
the Plight in the first Act should be there.  

The Temporal Agent will set the scenes in this 
Act.  If there’s time for the game to have more 
conflict, the Tempagent can introduce obstacles 
leading up to the Showdown.  However, the HCs 
have an option they can use in this act only:  
explain how they overcome the threat by using 
Time Travel to go back and set themselves 
up for success!  So if they need a certain set of 
keys, they could remember to steal those keys 
from the past, and hide them somewhere they 
can find them.  So long as they can explain their 
plan, it can literally be anything.  
Seriously.  So long as they can go 
back later and set things up.

Once you’ve overcome any 
post-time-travel perils, your 
showdown will begin.  For this 
scene the Temporal Agent begins 
by letting everyone know that things are 
not going to end so great.  But...just then...
suddenly...your Heroic Characters and their 
Historical Figure friends show up!

During the Showdown, go in a circle, 
starting with whoever has the first Historical 
Figure, narrating what you each contribute to 
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the showdown.  Show us how the HCs Adventure 
gave them the insight or ability or loot to overcome 
their Plight in spades.  Whatever seemed like 
an excellent reaction to the Plight, dial that up to 
eleven.

Epilogue Options - Are We Any 
Different?

Perhaps you feel your final showdown didn’t 
actually punctuate your Heroic Fate.  Perhaps 
there was some un-conquered bummer that you 
feel merits resolution.  Whatever inspires you to 
do so, you can always have an Epilogue.  This 
is the perfect place to have the Temporal Agent’s 
character come back and congratulate your HCs 
on having saved the future.  It’s also perfect for 
tieing up any loose ends that have gone undone.  
Perhaps from the Adventure, perhaps just as an 
oversight from your idiot Heroic Characters.

And once it’s all said and done, you can roll 
credits.  This is a good time for high-fives.

Because high-fives are pretty great.
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Alternative Adventures

There’s a lot of different ways to remix this 
game.  Here’s what i think you should consider 
when putting it all together.

The T.E.C.

The Temporal Engine Chasis does not have to 
be a phonebooth.  Or a DeLorean.  Or anything.  
It should reflect your Heroic Characters retrotype 
and the mysteriousness of the future.  It should 
also blend in, probably to the time period the HCs 
are from.  It could be a vehicle or a stopwatch.  
Whatever you and your group thinks is cool.
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Other Roles to Play

You can also play different archetypes in a 
story like this.  If someone feels they’re not good 
at portraying a funny idiot, or if they just don’t want 
to have to think about how sigh-worthy most of 
this game is, they can still join in by playing one of 
these roles...

The Straight Face
Every great comedic character has a good 

straight man to work with.  If you want, have one of 
the HCs not be dumb or even artistic.  Have them 
simply be there to make dry, intellectual retorts 
about the absurdity of the situation.  This works 
because the story will move along with them, no 
matter how ridiculous they point it out to be.  Also, 
don’t let them overcome obstacles.  Just let them 
sit there and roll their eyes and/or let out heavy 
breaths of resignation.

The DJ
I can’t separate the concept of a Bill & Ted 

game from the music you hear in the movie.  I 
think one great way for a player to join in the 
game without having to even play a character is 
to designate someone the DJ.  Get them a lot of 
music that represents the retrotype of the HCs and 
have them play soundtrack in the background.  It 
can breath new life into every scene (this is a great 
role for playing Extras, too).
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Be Excellent to Each Other

Games like this work best when you offer and 
accept the ideas and inspirations of everyone at 
the table.  If you’re stuck trying to come up with 
something, share it with your other players.  If 
someone else at the table has something to say, 
listen to their ideas openly.

Be comfortable enough to assume the people 
at the table are not judging you even if they ask for 
something different form your narration.  Assume 
no one wants to say “This Has Taken A Most 
Serious Turn” because they don’t like what you 
want for trivial reasons or because they’re just 
so much cooler than you.  Be excellent to each 
other, and assume every other player thinks you’re 
awesome, and everyone is doing their best to 
make each other laugh, gasp, and high-five.

Share the spotlight.  The Heroic Characters 
in Bill & Ted were gracious hosts to the Historical 
Figures that accompanied them.  If someone 
hasn’t gotten the chance to speak in character for 
a while, have your character engage them.  If the 
story is centralized around one story, introduce 
other elements that reveal why everyone is 
necessary.
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Party On, Dudes

This game is a one-night adventure that will 
carry your HCs and their allies through time to 
a grand finale.  Whenever you feel an Act has 
served its purpose, close it off.  You can do this 
easily by just playing a song and explaining in 
a montage what you do to complete your quest 
through time before you touch down back home.  
It’s okay to skip anything that feels ‘unnecessary’ 
or ‘slow.’  Don’t rush, but don’t feel like you have to 
cover every detail.

When you’re role-playing, just let it go where 
your goofing off takes you.  You’re not constrained 
by time both in the fiction and outside of it, so don’t 
rush.  Get into each scene like it’s your favorite.



Be Excellent to one another.

Party on, Dudes.

Temporally
Excellent
adventures
Heroic Character Sheet

Name:

Gift:

Decade:

Retrotype:

IDEAS

Something your friend has on their person is 
the key to getting out of this sticky spot

In a sudden display of intellect, your friend is 
insightful beyond their norm, ask how

It was all just a trick that your friend came up 
with!  You were never really in danger

Actually, this problem isn’t a problem at all, 
it’s a blessing in disguise

Your Art, and your understanding of it, is the 
key to escape this time.

Nobody lives forever!  Take a chance this 
time, and be delighted at how it turns out!

When you’re out of Ideas, head home for the 
Showdown, or rely on your Historical Figures to 
get you out of any new dangers.



Time Periods

The first person to invent or do your Art
The farthest back in time, your Art’s creator

The bravest person to ever do your Art
Someone that did your Art in dangerous times

The smartest person to ever do your Art
Someone that really advanced the Art

The most famous person to ever do your Art
Whoever had the biggest following in history

The most dangerous person to do your Art
Someone who practiced your Art in frightful ways

The most powerful person to ever do your Art
Someone in a position of power or authority

The most advanced person to ever do your Art
The recognizable Greatest Master (save for you)

This is a list of archetypes to visit related to your 
Art.  It’s also a list of some Time Periods to get 
you started going back in time.  You don’t have to 
stick to this list at all, it’s just here to help inspire 
you.  For starters, just pick funny combos, then, 
as you think of your own, use those.

Historical checklist

Victorian England
Ancient Greece
Medieval Europe
Feudal Japan
Wild West
Roaring Twenties
Prehistoric Times
Distant Future

Constantinople
Ancient Egypt
Native America
Imperial Rome
Aztec Mexico
Colonial New England
Ancient Babylon
Golden Age of Piracy
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Gameplay Summary

Set up the Scene

Act 1
explore the HCs home life, work life, and Art
introduce Extras
introduce a character that voices the Plight

Act 2
Temporal Agent introduces their Character 
from the Future and the TEC
Heroic Characters say what time period or 
event you want to visit, Temporal Agent will 
focus on “detailing” that time period
use your TEC to go there
Historical Figures play historical figures
escape obstacles by using Ideas

Act 3
deal with any obstacles that come at you 
once you’re back home
go to the Showdown and show the world 
you’re awesome with help from the Historical 
Figures, begin your journey toward uniting 
the galaxy in peace
tie up any loose threads from the adventure
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Looking for a Prelude to your adventure?  Well, 
just fill in the blanks on this script to reflect your 
Heroic Characters Retrotype, and the opinion of 
your Temporal Agent, and read aloud to the group!

  Hi.  Welcome to the Future.
  _____________________________2688.
  And I’m telling you, it’s great 
here.  The air is clean.  The 
water is clean.  Even the dirt...
is clean!  __________________ are 
way up. _________________ are way 
down.  And we have more excellent 
_________________ than any other 
planet we communicate with.

  I’m telling you, this place is 
great!  But it almost wasn’t.  You 
see, _____ hundred years ago, the 
______ Great Ones ran into a few 
problems.

  So now I have to travel back in time 
to help them out.  If i should fail 
to keep these two along the correct 
path, the basis of our society will 
be endangered.  Ah, but don’t worry.  
It’ll all make sense.  Trust me, I’m a 
professional.

Name of the Heroic Characters hometown

# of HCs
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Be Excellent to one another.

Party on, Dudes.


